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ABSTRACT 
 
As the overload of images from advertising, television and magazines enter our 

consciousness, driven mostly by advertisers who want us to believe that identity 

can be acquired by what we consume, we must learn to understand how to read 

the meaning of these images and not be seduced by them. Once this is 

understood a deeper understanding of the formation of ones self-identity outside 

of the commodification of experience can offer an individual their own unique 

identity based on their own experiences, and not those presented by the media. 

Self identity, according to the art critic John Berger, exists in our dream life but 

not in our waking life; “The interminable present of meaningless working hours is 

‘balanced’ by a dreamt future in which imaginary activity replaces the passivity of 

the moment. In his or her day-dreams the passive worker becomes the active 

consumer, the working self envies the consuming self.” 1 

1. John Berger  Ways of Seeing  British Broadcasting  Corporation and Penguin 

Books 1972 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



IDENTITY 

 

Identity explores the creation of personal identity and the effects of culture upon 

this process. I’ve chosen the mediums of billboards, large inkjet prints, video 

installation, narrative fiction film, and the internet, to explore how the culture of 

commodification has affected my self-identity, and that of a viewing public, and to 

create an internet based feedback loop between my work and the publics 

experience of it.  

To define identity I’ve researched three areas of influence: the biological 

imperative to survive, the culture forces upon us, and the linguist house we live 

within. 

The biology imperative of our identity involves our genetic predisposition 

towards intelligence, creativity, athleticism, adaptability, survivability, etc., 

expressed through the consciousness of the self. It’s origins are within us.  

The cultural forces affecting our identity involve our family, our society, its 

institutions, their complex history, and our place within it, as it shapes us from 

without. This mixing of biological and the cultural forces create an individuals 

sense of self. 

The linguist house we live in shapes our relationship to the internal and 

external world. We come to understand ourselves by the language we use to 

describe who we are, what we think and what we want. It ultimately defines our 



consciousness. Linguistics encompasses a symbolic universe composed of 

language, myth, art, religion and advertising. Instead of dealing with the things 

themselves we, in a sense, constantly converse with ourselves about the thing. 

We have so enveloped ourselves in these linguistic forms, artistic images, 

mythical symbols, religious rites, advertisings seductive promises, that we cannot 

see or know anything except by the interposition of this cultural medium. “What 

disturbs and alarms man,” said Epictetus, “are not the things, but his opinions 

and fancies about the things.” The meanings assigned to a symbol are not 

dependent on us, but are defined by the culture we live in, not by an individuals 

biological imperative. However, how we choose to process this information is 

dependent on both our biological imperative and our enculturation in a fixed 

moment in time. Linguistics is the tool we use to process and communicate the 

meaning of things, and it is through this process, based in language, that the 

creation and expression of ones identity is manifested within a private and a 

public sphere. “A persons identity is not to be found in behavior nor in the 

reactions of others but in the capacity to keep a particular narrative going. The 

self is seen as a reflexive project for which the individual is responsible.”7 This 

narrative is constructed of language and it is how we come to define ourselves.  

Understanding the linguist framework of our ontological predicament 

required me to explore two significant areas of linguistics: Structuralism and 

Semiotics. Semiotics and Structuralism are often employed in the analysis of 



texts. A text is an assemblage of signs, such as words, images, sounds and 

gestures, constructed and interpreted with reference to the conventions 

associated within a genre and in a particular medium of communication. There 

are three important concepts that make up Semiotic and Structural philosophy. 

First,  for structuralist, “the order that we perceive in the world is not inherent in 

the world, but is a product of our minds.” 1 Second, “the meaning associated to 

‘text’ is arbitrary and rational.” 2  Third, “meaning is attributed to objects or ideas 

within the mind and expressed through language, and thus reality is created.” 3 

Understanding how meaning is both arbitrary and rational allows for the 

possibly of the cognitive process required to experience my work. Regardless of 

the meaning I attribute to my prints, films or video installations, viewers will 

create their own associations based on their own experience; biology, cultural 

and ultimately linguistics. In this sense meaning associated to my work exists in 

the consciousness of the viewer, not in my intentions as an artist. Thus, my work 

has two parallel interpretations: my articulations as an artist, and the meaning 

read by the viewer; and one focused intent; to show how commodification 

continues to redefining our relationships to one another and society. 

This fluid reconfiguration of meaning based on the cultural experience of 

the viewer was demonstrated in a review of my show by Anthony Mariani in the 

Fort Worth Weekly, where upon viewing one of my 20 billboards he wrote “On 

one side is Attorney General John Ashcroft’s mug, next to the words, “Your 



Identity is My Idea”. Shadows shroud most of his face, and the words are in bold 

white lettering.“5 The face I used was not that of John Ashcroft and yet Mr. 

Mariani read this work as a statement, by me, questioning John Ashcroft’s 

motives as the head of the Homeland security council, an organization the ACLU 

believes has “begun to tamper with some of the basic laws – laws that strike at 

the heart of what this democracy is about.” 6 This was not my intention. I was 

exploring the patriarchal voice of advertising as an arbitrator of information: Your 

identity, that is, how you see yourself, is based not on who you are but on who 

the marketplace needs you to become.  

A second example of the reconfiguration of meaning based on my work 

came from a friend who sees self identity as being centered not with how we see 

ourselves but how we are seen. People project onto us who they need us to be, 

not on who we are. This response was prompted by the billboard “My Identity is 

Your Idea”. There are many more examples of this polyvalence of meaning, as 

many examples as there were visitors to my thesis show. 

I arranged my show in a way as to lead the viewer in a linear direction 

through the gallery, intending for them to experience the work through my 

subjective interpretation. For example my thesis show begins with “Signifier – 

Signified”. A photograph of a lamb bone on a rock is next to a small frame 

containing the actual lamb bone. “Signifier – Signified” clearly reveals the 

distinction between what is simulated, reproduced, appropriated and what 



actually is. We live in an age of increasing simulation where the representation of 

something, the bone in this case,  carries as much meaning as the object it 

signifies. The presence of the bone clears up this contradiction by presenting it’s 

signifier, the photo, and the signified, the actual bone. Rene Magritte, in his 

painting Ceci n’est pas une pipe (1926), demonstrates this by painting a tobacco 

pipe and the words “Ceci n’est pas une pipe.” Indeed, it is not a pipe, it is a 

painting of a pipe.  

From “Signifier – Signified” I tried to direct the viewer to my next work, the 

digital composite inkjet “Mediated Dreams”. This image uses a standard ‘bar 

code’ from product identification, scanned, enlarged and juxtaposed with the 

appropriated image of a happy man and woman from Bride magazine. Here the 

signified seems to be marital bliss, the perfect marriage.  But what are the 

signifiers? Models pretending to be in love? When juxtaposed with the bar code 

graphic the simulation has taken on a deeper meaning, one of a commodified 

personal identity.   

“Simulacrum” is the image of a bride layered with text that reads 

“Simulacrum: an insubstantial representation of something.” Here the bride is a 

model, in an advertisement, appropriated by me, split and recontextualized with 

text, to remove it from it’s potential message of bridal bliss, move it from wish 

fulfillment to deconstructive analysis. The image was appropriated from Bride 

magazine. 



“Loving an Object”, with its woman admiring her mixer signifies the 

transposition of love from a person to a domestic product. On the surface it 

signifies a satisfied consumer loving a material object, but upon the woman’s 

face exist a look of love we may all hope to find in our significant other. This 

image was appropriated image from Bride magazine.  

The “Examination” is of two female models with an added layer of text 

stating “The unexamined life is not worth living.” The quote is attributed to 

Socrates. The women represent an ideal of female beauty that American culture 

is exporting throughout the world. Their surface form has the luster of a William-

Adolphe Bouguereau painting, but their interior reads like a Donald Judd 

installation: minimal and repetitive. It to is an appropriated image from Bride 

magazine. 

 “The Metro” is one of three images exploring the signification of meaning 

using the archetypal image of Christ on the cross presented in a modern 

environment. “The Metro” contains a series of crosses within a one point 

perspective at a Washington D.C. subway station. The images realism yet 

surreal juxtaposition makes it’s dialectical outcome the intellectual property of the 

viewer. For me it represents the persecution of the innocents under the weight of 

industrial society. For the viewer it’s a cognitive puzzle. 

“Trickster (Church & State)” follows the same praxis as “The Metro” by 

juxtaposing Christ on the cross into a photo of the exterior of US Congress. 



Three crosses tower over the rotunda, the Senate and the House of 

Representatives.  

“At the Mall”  juxtaposes Christ on the cross onto a large 3D Pepsi 

advertisement in the food court of the Mall of America. Here I meant to force a 

recontextualization of meaning between two very loaded symbols, juxtaposed 

within the commodified culture of America’s largest mall, the Minnesota Mall of 

America food court.  

“Crack-Up” represents the breakdown of a signified lifestyle where the 

dream created by advertising is ruptured by the violence of the world, in this case 

a photo of an execution of a Vietcong in the streets of Saigon, taken by AP 

photographer Eddie Adams. Here the signification of a manufactured identity of 

life in the suburbs, a collective fantasy driven by advertising, is broken down by 

the violence penetrating our consciousness. 

“Absent” is a video installation exploring the mediation of consciousness. 

Walter Benjamin has said that the public is an examiner, but an absent minded 

one. In “Absent” we see a mannequin with a small TV monitor in her forehead 

observing a video projection of a Greenland seascape. The anticipated analogy 

is our inability to experience nature simply as a spectator, because the actual 

experience of nature has been replaced by the mediated one. It also represents 

our inability to see beyond our own perceptions of reality, lost within an arbitrary 

yet rational linguistic framework we have adopted. 



“Ice Goddess” is my shift in thinking, from an empiricists model of identity 

to a mythology outlook of self. This happened after I was introduced to a 

Greenlander’s belief that icebergs were in fact endowed with female spirits. By 

endowing an iceberg with human traits nature was allowed to signify certain 

human characteristics, making the reverse true as well: human characteristics 

were a part of nature.  

“Un-signified” is a burial cross without an identity. Greenland’s believe that 

upon death the soul moves quickly back to its essence, and the cross is only a 

transitional marker of where the body was buried, it’s personal identity 

unnecessary. 

“The Hanged Man” is a meditation on transition, a meditation on identity. A 

distant tree shrouded in mist reveals upon close examination a hanging man. 

Below the image the following text reads: 

The Hanged Man is about suspension, not life or death. This is a time of trial or 
meditation, selflessness, sacrifice, prophecy. He has stopped resisting; instead he 
makes himself vulnerable, sacrifices his position or opposition, and in doing so, 
gains illumination. Answers that eluded him come clear, solutions to problems are 
found. He sees the world differently, has almost mystical insights. It implies a time 
when everything just stands still, a time of rest and reflection before moving on. 
Things will continue on in a moment, but for now, they float, timeless. 

 

“Consciousness is a Burden” explores my inability to move beyond 

consciousness into the greater collective consciousness of all things. Below the 

photograph I wrote:  

 



“When I was here, Glencolmcille, Ireland, walking alone at night, I wanted to 
breakthrough the sand and the stone, the ocean and the sky, and go beyond my 
limited perception of Nature, and experience an essence of Nature. I wanted to 
experience the other side, the side people talk about when they say, “Oh, he’s 
passed on to the other side.” No, that’s not it. I wanted to live, to grab nature and 
wrap it around myself, pull it inside myself, curl up inside it, be swallowed by it: 
womb-like, without thought, only my nature and Nature as one. Reconnected. 
 
Nature would not let me in, no matter how hard I willed it. I felt alone. Nature 
doesn’t know it exists, or that I exist. Nature doesn’t think. Nature doesn’t think 
about thinking. 
 
I was tired of thinking, of thinking about thinking, about being, about what anything 
means, and if it means anything at all: I was tired of consciousness.” 

 

“Dionysus” is my imagined return to paradise, to nature, to pre-conscious 

times, free of mediated simulations of experience: Connected. 

“Corporate Bondage” is a juxtaposition of the Nike logo onto the facade of 

Mt. Rushmore. It’s dialectic is meant to demonstrate how heroic nationalism can 

be redefined simply by the addition of a new signifier, the Nike logo, creating new 

meaning; Nike’s heroic nationalism.  

“Your Identity is My Idea”  is public art using advertising space to present 

the idea that the formation of identity comes from an external force and not an 

internal one. It appeared on 10 billboards throughout the DFW metroplex, at the 

following locations: 

Fort Worth  
001576 - Clear Channel - Forest Park Blvd. & I-30  
001735 - Clear Channel - Jacksboro Hwy. 0.03 mi North of University Dr.  
001748 - Clear Channel - Lancaster and 820 Near Rosehill Cemetery  
001668 - Clear Channel - Hwy 377 170' North of Davenport Ave.  
003526 - Clear Channel - Grants Ln. 870' North of Tacoma Dr.  
001981 - Clear Channel - NW 28th St. 100' East of Market Ave.  
002008 - Clear Channel - Riverside Dr. 15' South of East Ave.  
Dallas  
000029 - Clear Channel - Akard St. 225' North of Cadiz St.  
002886 - Clear Channel - Royal Ln. 200' West of Kline St.  
000585 - Clear Channel - Illinois Ave. 180' West of Fernwood Ave. 



 

“My Identity is Your Idea” is public art using advertising space to present 

the idea that the formation of identity comes from an internal need to be 

assimilated, regardless of it’s consequences. This image appeared on 10 

billboards throughout the DFW metroplex, at the following locations: 

Fort Worth  
001578 - Clear Channel - Forest Park Blvd. & I-30  
001737 - Clear Channel - Jacksboro Hwy. 0.03 mi North of University Dr.  
003234 - Clear Channel - Lancaster and 820 Near Rosehill Cemetery  
001667 - Clear Channel - Hwy 377 170' North of Davenport Ave.  
003636 - Clear Channel - Grants Ln. 870' North of Tacoma Dr.  
001980 - Clear Channel - NW 28th St. 100' East of Market Ave.  
002008 - Clear Channel - Riverside Dr. 15' South of East Ave.  
Dallas  
000028 - Clear Channel - Akard St. 225' North of Cadiz St.  
002885 - Clear Channel - Royal Ln. 200' West of Kline St.  
000582 - Clear Channel - Illinois Ave. 180' West of Fernwood Ave. 
 

 “Adrift”, a 60 minute narrative film was shown at 9 p.m. the night of the 

thesis show’s opening. It chronicles a woman’s rediscovery of her identity 

through the process of breaking free of the expectations around her husband and 

job to explore her relationship with a painter, a lover and herself, thus opening up 

the possibility of reconnecting to a truer sense of self. She discovers, as did 

many of the public, the billboard “Your Identity is My Idea”, and it becomes a part 

of her process of healing, allowing her to formulate a solution to her crisis.  

Semiotics and Structuralism are the intellectual centerpiece of my thesis. I 

use them as a way of analyzing texts, which are an assemblage of signs, such as 

words, images, sounds, gestures, constructed and interpreted with reference to 

the conventions associated with a genre and in a particular medium of 



communication. Human experience is inherently multi-sensory, and every 

representation of experience is subject to the constraints and affordances of the 

medium involved. By including films, images, sounds, and the written word into 

my show I am exposing the viewer to a new way to understand the landscape of 

signs that our culture presents to us. It is a jumble out there, filled with a 

polyvalence of meaning, based on an individuals experience of the world. It is a  

world of meaning, where, in a very postmodern sense, we must begin to question 

the concept of objectivity (or truth), the monolithic authority of a mainstream, and 

the possibility of fixed meaning, especially in language. As in “Loving an Object” 

(plate 4) we can not agree on what we may love, or what the object referred to 

is? Is it the mixer, the woman, or the idea of both? “At the Mall” (plate 9) presents 

us with Christ on the Cross and a large Pepsi display. Are the symbols of Christ 

and Pepsi merely fodder for advertisings manufactured consent? And with “Your 

Identity is My Idea” (plate 17) who is he, and what is his idea?  

I created a website, http://www.gregmansur.net, where a viewer upon 

seeing my show could join the conversation around Identity. A web page titled 

‘guestbook’ allows a viewer to comment on their experience of my art, or on a 

message from a previous visitor. The website also offers them a chance to 

review my print and video work. As of April 7, 2004 there have been fourteen 

comments. As I move the show to the next city I will continue to invite 

conversation around the influence of consumer culture in the creation of identity. 
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